. Sensitivity of beta estimates to multivariate model selection 5 Table S5 . Sensitivity of rate ratios to outcome and offset restrictions 6 Figure S1 . Total storms and CFP calls by year 7 Figure S2 . August max SST and CFP calls by year 8 Table S2 displays the results of univariate logistic regression, evaluating the association between CFP calls and candidate explanatory storm and SST variables using 0, 3, 6, 12, 18, and 24 month time lag windows, controlling for month with dummy variables and using the yearly regional fishing yields as an offset. Wald chi-square statistics for the strength of association of the candidate weather variable with CFP calls are shown, with statistically significant associations indicated by asterisks. Beta parameters demonstrating the magnitude of association are shown in Table S3 . Table S3 displays the results of univariate logistic regression, evaluating the association between CFP calls and candidate explanatory storm and SST variables using 0, 3, 6, 12, 18, and 24 month time lag windows, controlling for month with dummy variables and using the yearly regional fishing yields as an offset. Beta parameter estimates for the magnitude of association of the candidate weather variable with CFP calls are shown, with statistically significant associations indicated by asterisks. Wald chi-square statistics measuring the statistical strength of the association are shown in Table S2 . Table S4 . Sensitivity of beta estimates to multivariate model selection. 
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